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It’s just that, standing alone in front of this stage, a sense of loneliness arises spontaneously. 

Then, he thought of his children again, thinking that after today, the children are likely to 

hold grudges against him or even turn against him, and then he will be alone and widowed, 

and his heart is even more emotional. 

Gently wiped away the tears, his eyes gradually became firm. 

It was also at this moment that his understanding of money gained a new level of 

understanding. 

He suddenly understood an ancient poem by Li Bai, a Chinese poet, “I am born with talent, 

and I will come back when my daughter is gone.” 

How about spending more than 30 billion dollars in an instant? The highest mission of 

wealth is to serve life. 

The people in the audience watched this skinny old man with a sallow complexion, quickly 

recovering his blood, and the spirit of the whole person has also greatly improved, and they 

are naturally envious. 

This also makes many people feel extremely painful, because the four rejuvenation pills 

tonight have all been taken. 

The rest is the whole rejuvenation pill. 

 

Many people can’t help but guess that a quarter of a rejuvenation pill has such an effect, so 

what effect would a whole pill have? ! 

At this time, the South Korean billionaire stepped off the stage and silently returned to his 

seat. 

Jasmine moore spoke into the microphone at this time and said seriously: “As we all know, 

this auction was held by the Aurous Hill moore Group and the Eastcliff wade Group, and the 

owner of Huichundan also specifically asked me Here, I would like to express my gratitude 



to these two companies on his behalf, and he specially explained it, especially to Mr. Lord 

Wade, the chairman of the wade Group, who not only gave huge support to the auction, but 

also came all the way from Eastcliff to attend in person as a VIP This auction will make this 

auction flourish…” 

Lord Wade, who was in the first row under the stage, was extremely excited when he heard 

this. 

Ever since charlie told him before the auction that he would be given half a rejuvenation pill 

at the auction, he had been looking forward to this moment. 

It’s just that he didn’t know what kind of arrangement charlie made, and he didn’t know 

what time period charlie planned to give himself half of the rejuvenation pill. 

Moreover, since he witnessed the rising prices of these four rejuvenating pills with his own 

eyes, he was even more worried that charlie would temporarily regret it. 

After all, this quarter of the rejuvenation pill can be sold for a terrifying price of 38.2 billion 

US dollars. If the half of the rejuvenation pill is put up for auction, it must be more than 50 

billion US dollars. 

Therefore, he was afraid that after seeing this situation, charlie would suddenly change his 

mind, and he would really be empty. 

However, when he heard Jasmine moore’s words, his hanging heart finally fell. 

At this time, Jasmine moore deliberately raised her volume and said loudly, “Next, I will 

make a grand announcement on behalf of the owner of Huichundan! Half of the 

Huichundan will be given to Mr. Lord Wade at the scene!” 

As soon as these words came out, the audience was in an uproar! 

Everyone couldn’t wait to know who the owner of Huichundan was, and whether they could 

buy Huichundan directly through him, bypassing the auction process. 

However, who would have thought that this mysterious person who did not disclose any 

information would actually give Lord Wade half a rejuvenation pill on the spot! ! ! 

This is half! ! ! 



Whether it is sold separately or sold together, it cannot be less than 50 billion US dollars! 

However, that mysterious person just gave Lord Wade something worth 50 billion dollars? ! 

How could Lord Wade have such a big face! 

Many people were also whispering below, and some people said: “After the Wade family 

was beaten by Abbas of Wanlong Palace, isn’t it bad?! Why did Lord Wade become so 

awesome in a blink of an eye?!” 

 


